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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE MARCH 2019
COP SHOWS
There is a local Television Station that I find myself watching quite a bit. It is called METV. It stands for Memorable TV. It
shows most if not all the TV shows we watched as kids and young adults.
My subjects for this month are 3 COP/POLICE shows. Shows I watched as a kid and shows I watch today though for very
different reasons.
I am talking about “Highway Patrol”,” ADAM 12”, and “CHiPS”.
Highway Patrol was produced from the mid to late 1950’s. This show is famous for its’ star Broderick Crawford uttering “2150
BY” numerous times each 30 minute episode. Since I was born in 1957, my memories of this show are from watching
syndicated reruns.
As a child I was mesmerized how “Dan Mathews” was able to track down and arrest criminals every episode with his snub
nose 38 pistol with very little bloodshed.
As I watch these episodes today, I am amazed that these criminals will shoot at the “cops” for just about any reason. After a
mountain road car chase, the bad guys abandon their car, flee on foot and empty their guns at Mathews, while yelling “you
will never take me alive!” Mathews pulls his little pistol from his belt, fire a few shots, and the criminals give up begging
Mathews not to shoot at them anymore.
Though the best part is the different cruisers the Patrol uses. All 2 door 1950’s Buicks, Mercury’s, and Dodges, with the bad
guys driving the same Plymouths, Pontiacs, and Fords…etc. each episode. Also, these shows were filmed in Rural Southern
California of the 50’s and the scenery is wonderful, at least what you can see through the ever present smog.
ADAM 12 is a totally different yet just as entertaining take on “Cop Shows”. Originally televised from approx. 1968-1974, this
was about as realistic as a TV show could be. The stories were based on real case files from the LAPD. As a child I felt I was
really riding in a squad car, without having to be arrested.
Today I watch to enjoy the cars on the road, the sound of that 1969 Plymouth Belvedere exhaust, and the Los Angeles
scenery. About the only un-realistic part about ADAM 12 is that sometimes they leave the station in a 1968 Plymouth and
arrive at their first call in a 1969 Plymouth. (I am sure all of you noticed this as well)
CHiPs originally aired from 1977-1983. It made a star of Eric Estrada and Kawasaki Motorcycles. I was glued to the TV each
week entertained and jealous of these 2 young good looking guys chasing bad guys on their motorcycles during the day and
chasing bikini clad, roller skating, disco dancing, jet ski riding, sail boat sailing, hang gliding,……etc. women at night and
weekends.
As I watch this show today, I am amazed by how these Motorcycle riding Highway Patrol officers are doing the police work of
the CIA,FBI,LAPD, KGB, NAACP,YWCA, and still find time to give out speeding tickets. Also, every single fender bender ends up
with 2-3 cars sailing thru the air and ending up in fiery crash. And I do enjoy the totally 1970’s bikini clad, roller skating,
disco dancing, jet ski riding, sail boat sailing, hang gliding,……etc. women!
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POCC Minutes of
February 11, 2019 Monthly Meeting
Call to Order and Introduction of Visitors
Meeting called to order by President Joel Garrett at 7:00 p.m... There were no visitors or guests.
Approval of Minutes for January 2019 Meeting
Minutes were approved as written.
Treasurer's Report
Treasurer Judy Garrett reported on club finances. Treasurer's Report accepted as given.
Newsletter Report
John Berglund thanked Paula Yost for photos from the cruise to the Triangle Drive-in.
Joel noted that Michael Murray, a director at POCI from the East coast, recently called. He commented on how
great our newsletter is. He also collects “promotional” scale car models, like Joel, as was
highlighted in the
January newsletter. (These models were originally given away by car dealers.) Ron Berglund mentioned that our
newsletter is sent out to many people, such as POCI directors and others.
Webmaster Report
Brian Massey reported that he has made some updates to the club website. He mentioned that he recently
received a notice of a 1950 Pontiac transmission for sale, and the seller asked if he could list it on the website.
It was listed, and then purchased right away by POCC member Mark Tordini. Brian has now made a page on the
website for parts for sale.
POCI Report
Ron Berglund reported about the election of all directors. POCI is downsizing to two in each region, so be sure
to vote; and list our Chapter #67 and your POCI member #. Upcoming National Convention plans for Gettysburg
are coming along. The 2020 Convention will be in Tulsa.
Old Business
Bill Richards has been researching Tax Exempt I.D. Status for our club. We've always used the POCI # and then
we got our own Tax Exempt #, and file a Form 990 each year. POCC is a C-7, which is the designation for a
social club. It's very complicated to get a non-profit status. There was discussion about
the difficulty of
getting a correct answer from State and Federal agencies.
Judy Garrett reported that 2019 club dues are due. If not paid by the end of February, member's name will be
removed from our member list and won't be considered active.
New Business
Andy Hoff has looked into getting a marketing item to attract new members. He explained about the possibility of
buying a portable display stand/display. After some discussion, Judy Garrett made a motion for the club to
authorize up to $350 for purchase. Motion was seconded by Ron Berglund and passed. Andy will do more
research for a local company and report at the next meeting.
Activities
Andy Hoff reported there was a nice group at Triangle Drive-in for the Spring Dust-Off Show N Shine.
The Casino Night at Ron & Willa's was a big success and Andy gave a big thanks to them for all their work.
There was lots of good food and fun. Paula Yost was the big winner, with Frank Mascola coming in 2nd and Jann
3
Coppola getting 3rd. Congrats to the winners!
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Upcoming activities: Note – some are listed for information & are not an “official POCC activity”.
Sunday, March 3:
Saturday, March 16:
Saturday, March 23:
Beginning April 6:
Sunday, April 14:
Saturday, May 11:
Weekend May 24-26:

Sanger Blossom Trail Car Show
Guys Garage Crawl at the Selma Swap Meet.
Spring Mystery Cruise - More information will be emailed
Rods on the Bluff will be moving to Saturdays, instead of Fridays.
Old Town Clovis Car Show
Warbirds and Car Show at Madera Airport
Tigers on the Columbia, Richland WA. Mainly GTOs, but also other Pontiacs.

Central Valley Classic
Entries – Ron B. reported that we have nine entries so far. The park is reserved and the insurance will be
received soon (Brian is waiting for info/permit from park).
Shirts – Frank's son is doing the graphics. There was discussion about shirts and sample of graphic was passed
around. Ron talked about pricing for ads on shirt. March 30 is the deadline for all ads/graphics for shirts. Frank
also talked about embroidered hats – sizes, price, etc.
Trophies – Ron B. showed a sample of a similar item to what we'll be getting.
Show field set up – Bill Richards will be handling this.
Food – Ginger has obtained three “food trucks” for lunch. There was discussion about also providing
breakfast burritos, but general consensus was not to offer this.
Raffle – Dave Valla anticipates A LOT more help this year in the raffle area, since many of us won't be
working in the food booth! Donations of raffle items are welcome anytime.
Tables – Joel will send around a signup sheet for who can provide tables for the show, since we won't be
renting tables this year for the Friday BBQ. Tables are needed for raffle, registration & club booth.
Registration – Joel and Judy will be handling this.
Vendors are needed for the show.
Ladies Luncheon
The luncheon will be at the new Lazy Dog Cafe in River Park on Wednesday, February 27, at 11:30.
Health and Welfare
Mike King is cancer free and now his body is recovering from radiation.
Attendance Drawing
Several names were drawn before the winner was present. The lucky winners of $10 were Mark and Suenell
Tordini. Congrats! (Due to our new rules for the drawing, names will be drawn each month until the member is
present at the meeting; so there will always be a winner each month.)
Meeting adjourned – Next Meeting: March 11, 2019.
Submitted by Secretary Janet Massey

One-of-17
1971 Pontiac GTO Judge convertible
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Pontiacs of Central California Officers, 2019
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Newsletter
Activities
Webmaster

Joel Garett
Andy Hoff
Janet Massey
Judy Garrett
John Berglund
Andy Hoff
Brian Massey

559- 479-1636
559-304-8836
559-645-8018
559- 479-1636
559-790-9271
559-304-8836
559-645-8018

calbug61@aol.com
andiana766@gmail.com
snowmassey@yahoo.com
calbug61@aol.com
johnberglund421@gmail.com
andiana766@gmail.com
bjmassey2@gmail.com

General Membership meeting is held on 2nd Monday of the month, at
Denny’s @ Blackstone & Herndon at 7PM. interested visitors are welcome.
Pontiacs of Central California Mission Statement:
OUR MISSION, FUN!
We are made up of a group of people with various
backgrounds who have one thing in common, we
LOVE Pontiacs. We drive 'em, work on 'em,
polish 'em, restore 'em, break 'em (even cuss 'em)
and have a lot of fun doing it. Be it an old '52
Chieftain straight-eight, a new WS6 Trans Am, or
anything in between.
We are individuals, couples, and families that like to
get together for a variety of activities. We host an
annual judged car show and participate as a club in
other local and regional car shows. We have
informal BBQ Show and Shines and get together for
Brunch and Dinner Cruises. We also attend the local
Cruise Nights as a group. The cars in the club range
from Concours cars, daily drivers, drag racers and
cars undergoing restoration. Our goal is to have
FUN while enjoying our Pontiacs.

If this sounds like something you
would enjoy, JOIN US!
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POCC Past Presidents
Frank Mascola
Bill Richards
Dennis Simonson
Dean Davison
Ron Berglund
Bill Richards
Keith Watts
Jack Fusari
Dave Valla
Carl Smith
Joel Garrett
Greg Griggs
Bill Richards
Andy Hoff
Ron Berglund
Joel Garrett
Dan Seibert
Michael Yoshihara
Glen McGhie
Joel Garrett
Ron Berglund
Jeff Boyle

2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2004-2005
2003
2001-2002
2000
1999
1998
1996-1997
1995
1993-1994
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Ladies Luncheon
POCC birthday gal Mary selected the Lazy Dog
Restaurant as the location for our February
luncheon. This was the first time our monthly luncheon
had been held there and the first time for many of the
ladies to have ever eaten there Everyone enjoyed
what they ordered from the menu and, of course, just
getting together and having a nice time.

Happy Birthday!
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Our New 2019 POCC President Joel Garrett Presented Frank Mascola an Appreciation
Award for his service as POCC’s 2018 President. Frank worked very diligently
throughout the entire year promoting and supporting the club. His service was
recognized by POCC members in attendance at the monthly meeting in January.
Frank was given a huge Thank You! Job well done!
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CASINO NIGHT February 9, 2019
Ron and I want to thank everyone for coming out to spend Casino Night with us!
We hope that all of you enjoyed it as much as we did.
I have to complement everyone on the food they brought it was outstanding. We
have a lot of good cooks in our chapter. We had appetizers, pasta dishes, meatballs,
BBQ chicken breast, casseroles, salads, cookies, and thanks to Paula and Tom’s
anniversary we had an awesome cake! Congratulations Tom and Paula on 61 years
of marital bliss! If you weren’t here, you should have come for the food alone.
As last year, we had a Texas Hold ’em table, two Black Jack tables and a Roulette
table. We added a Craps table this year, and there were a lot of people around this
game all night, playing and learning how to play. I was running the Roulette Game,
or I would have been playing Craps, as I like to play craps, but it takes a lot of money
to play it right. Since we got $500.00 worth of chips for only $10.00, it was the
perfect time to play! We had fun at the roulette table though, I even let some of the
players spin the ball themselves to seal their fate. I was kept pretty busy hauling
the losing chips off the table all night! Alas, no big winners at the roulette table. I
understand that the dealers were pretty “hot” at the Black Jack tables also, but I
believe the first place winner and the 3rd place winners were playing Black Jack all
night. The second place winner’s chips came from the Craps table.
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Ron & Willa Berglund Hosted Another Fun Filled Casino Night Party.
9
Things Got Serious when the Dealers Showed Up. Tom had the Hot Dice!!!
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Tom 7 Paula

The Evening was also a Celebration of Tom & Paula Yost’s 61st
Wedding Anniversary. Everything was Aces after a Little pregame Chow. Some Last Minute High Stakes Action Decided the
Nights Winners. Paula Said “Go Big or Go Home!!!”
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The first place prize money of
$60.00 went to Paula Yost; she
parlayed her five hundred to
approximately $2,300.00!
I
think she said she played one
hand, at the Black Jack table, at
the end of the allotted time for
$1100.00, of course won, and
took the big prize! Way to play
Paula!! Frank Mascola took the
2nd place prize of $50.00, with a
score of 2,244.00, playing
Craps, and Jann Coppola took
3rd place, with a score of
2,098.00 for $40.00 playing
Black Jack. Congratulations to
our winners!!!
That is a wrap for the Second
annual Casino Night for the
Pontiac Chapter! So, until next
year??, brush up on your
games, and be ready to be the
winner!
Ron and Willa Berglund
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Daytona 5oo
Party February 17, 2019
th

Welcome Race Fans, to the Massey's 9 annual Daytona 500 party! Two of our first four parties saw rain in Daytona,
and the race postponed until Monday. This year the shoe was on the other foot so to speak; Daytona was sunny and
clear while here in Madera the rains came down. Attendees had to cross over a makeshift “bridge” to reach the front
walk, but no fear – the rains here were inconsequential as we had a great race to watch – safe and dry inside the house.
This year's crowd was as strong as ever, with about 36 race fans attending. We thank you all for coming, and especially
for helping out by bringing so many great snacks, hot items, finger foods, salads AND desserts. What could be more
fun than a great race with great friends and fantastic food to eat!
This year's Great American Race saw the debut of the Ford Mustang as the FoMoCo entry into the big leagues of
racing. The Mustang joined the Chevy Camaro which debuted last year. There is buzz going on that next year Toyota
will drop the Camry as their NASCAR entry and replace it with the Supra. That would be cool.
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As NASCAR does, it made changes to the
cars this year, all in the name of driver
safety. To give the cars more downforce
(read grip) they increased the size of the
rear spoiler, and the front splitter and
radiator pan. This increase in downforce
allows the cars to corner faster, and
presumably pass in traffic better by being
able to more nimbly maneuver around the
other cars. However, this increase in
downforce is accompanied by a reduction
in horsepower. Last year the engines
developed around 750hp. This year power
has been reduced down to about 550hp.
This was accomplished by inserting a
“tapered spacer” in the throttle body
effectively reducing the engine's ability to
make power. As a result, while the cars do
grip better, top speed has dropped . . . but
only a few mph. Drivers report the biggest
difference is regaining lost speed when they
have to lift off the throttle to miss someone
or something, and then hammer back down;
it now takes a little longer to get the speed
back.
I want to thank my friend Jeff Dippel for
again organizing and running our race pool.
Everyone gets to draw a driver and then
hope, pray or cheer their driver on to
victory. This year our winners were; fourth
place went to Elaine Fisher (Joey Logano
#22), third place to Ron Berglund (Erik
Jones #20), second place to John Berglund
(Kyle Busch #18), with first place going to
Jann Coppola (Denny Hamlin #11).
Congrats to all four of the winners.
Honorable mentions went to Willa
Berglund and Brian Massey. Willa got her
entry fee refunded because her driver was
the first to be eliminated from the race; and
Brian Massey drew the winner in the
“Second Chance” drawing, so congrats to
them also.

Brian & Janet Massey Hosted
another Winner! Great Food and
Friendship were in Abundance.
The Race Ran Clean until the Last
10 Laps during which there were
Three Pileups that led to an
Exciting Finish!!! (For Some)
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Now enjoy the remainder of the NASCAR
season, and then we can look forward to the
10th annual Daytona 500 party!
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MY NEWEST HOBBY Part 2 by Joel Garrett
Unique and not so unique Dealer promos.
This month I am going to show off some of the “interesting “cars in my promo collection. The 1957
Red Thunderbird Conv and the 1958 Turquoise Edsel are probably the most common original
promos ever made. Mostly because Ford ordered more than 1 million of each car in these colors to
give away at dealerships. This also makes these available at very reasonable prices today.
I also was finally successful is adding the unique 1960 Pontiacs, one hardtop and one convertible,
that feature the “Wide Track” feature. On the bottom of the car was a lever that moved the wheel
from the standard track of other GM cars, to the Wide track of the Pontiac. Look at the pics. Very
cool advertising.
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1957 Red Thunderbird Conv and the 1958 Turquoise Edsel the most common promos ever made

My red 1961 Dodge shows off Chrysler Corporations unique front suspension with working Torsion-Bars.

The goldish 1964 Ford Thunderbird is actually a working transistor radio, which was the “in thing” in the
1960’s. The interior is replaced by a speaker, and the controls and battery are located on the chassis.

The black 1963 Thunderbird is a highly detailed
dealer promo with actual selling features written
out on the bottom.
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The 2 different
shades of red
Thunderbirds
are identical on
the top, but
underneath the
one that shows
the facsimile of
an engine is a
dealer car, and
the one with
the geared
friction motor
was sold in
retail stores.

And finally
some of
the
original
promo
boxes that
bring back
as many
memories
as the cars
themselves

Of course I had to add a Metropolitan to my collection with this 1960 black and white hardtop.
There were quite a few pickup trucks promos like the 1972 Chevy I have.
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Check out the home built 1962 Buick Stretch Limo. Someone spent some time on that car.
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2019 Charity
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POCC Activity Calendar for March to June 2019
March
11
16
17
23
27

Monthly Meeting at Denny’s
Guy’s Garage Crawl at the Selma Swap Meet (Details to Come)
St Patrick’s Day
Spring Mystery Cruise (Details to Come)
Ladies Lunch
Other: March Meets

April
8
14
24

May
3-4
13
18
29

Activities Director
559-304-8836

April 5 (?)
April 13
No Date Yet
April 20

andiana766@gmail.com

21st Annual Pontiac, Olds, Buick, Cadillac, GMC Show
Monthly Meeting at Denny’s
Activity to be determined
Ladies Lunch
Other: Rods on the Bluff
Morro Bay Car Show
Reedley Car Show
Warbirds, Wings and Wheels
Car Show Paso Robles

June
10
15
26

Contact

March 7-10 at Famoso

Monthly Meeting at Denny’s
Old Town Clovis Car Show Details to Come (298-5774 for Info)
Ladies Lunch
Other: Rods on the Bluff
Tower Car Show
Cherry Avenue Swap
Kingsburg Car Show

Need Activity Info?

May 3 (?)
May 3-5
May 5 (?)
May 11

Monthly Meeting at Denny’s
Activity to be determined
Ladies Lunch
*June Activities to be determined.
Other: Rods on the Bluff June 7 (?)
Pismo Car Show June 7-9

Check out past club activity photos and
newsletters at
20
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DEC 02, 2016 at 12:00PM

BY: CHRISTOPHER SMITH

Kimble captured The King's car before stock cars
stopped being stock.
In November 1982, David Kimble and noted automotive photographer Neil Nissing
visited Petty Enterprises in Level Cross, North Carolina. They’d just watched Richard
Petty drive his No. 43 STP Pontiac Grand Prix to a fifteenth-place finish at the Atlanta
Journal 500, after which they headed north to the race shop. Aside from gathering the
photos Kimble would need to illustrate the King’s 1982 NASCAR Pontiac, the duo had
ample opportunity to speak with Richard and his crew, and with the Petty residence
being right next door, they also spoke with Richard’s dad, NASCAR legend and
inaugural Daytona 500 winner Lee Petty.
He probably didn’t realize it at the time, but Kimble was capturing the waning days of
what many feel was NASCAR’s golden age.
I’m not talking about the Petty legacy. Petty Enterprises would endure from 1949 until
2008 and eventually merge with Gillett Evernham Motorsports to become the presentday Richard Petty Motorsports. Richard Petty would continue racing full-time until 1992,
winning a few more events in the process. His son Kyle also established a strong career
in NASCAR, both as a driver and a broadcast commentator. In 2016 America, the name
Petty is still synonymous and quite active with America’s greatest spectator motorsport.
So when I say golden age, I’m talking about the cars of NASCAR.
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I know what readers are thinking right now, and I agree – there’s nothing golden age
about a 1982 Pontiac Grand Prix. Richard Petty’s NASCAR-spec Grand Prix had plenty
of power from the 358 cubic-inch V8 up front, but in the real world you could only
choose between a pair of weak sauce V6 engines or Oldsmobile’s infamous V8 diesel,
an engine so catastrophically awful that it single handedly killed large-scale diesel
production among passenger cars in the United States.
But take another look at Kimble’s illustration, drawn from photos of the exact car Petty
drove in Atlanta that November day back in 1982. Take away all the sponsor decals, fill
in all those cutaway sections, and remove all mention of make or model, and you’d still
have the slim quarter windows. You’d still have the notchback roof. You’d still have the
graceful, sweeping beltline. You’d still have the long hood, stretching forward to a
pointed front clip flanked by a pair of genuine 1980’s bumper guards. Even with the
quickest of glances you’d know this was a G-Body Pontiac Grand Prix.
That’s not the case with today’s NASCAR race cars.
A few years ago I had the fortune to spearhead some NASCAR sponsorships in the
Truck and Nationwide Series for a company I worked with. We were slated to sponsor a
driver in a Dodge Ram at Daytona, but when I visited the team a couple days early,
imagine my surprise when the truck was actually a Ford F-150. Later that day the wrap
on the front of the truck body was given a Dodge remake. I never learned the specifics
of that whole arrangement, but switching from Ford to Dodge was literally just a case of
switching stickers. The bodies were essentially identical.
That’s why so many racing fans look to the 1980s as the last great run of NASCAR’s
stock cars. Yes, they were purpose-built tube-frame race cars, but the sheet metal
outside was still unique to manufacturers and highly accurate to the real-world model.
The front-engine/rear-drive layout was the same. The proportions were the same. The
marketing premise of win on Sunday, sell on Monday that drove auto manufacturers to
invest millions of dollars into NASCAR racing programs still applied, because fans could
get behind both the driver and the car.

David Kimble would ultimately be called upon to illustrate numerous NASCAR models.
But in the same way those older race cars stand out for their styling, so does Kimble’s
1982 Pontiac illustration.
Once upon a time, stock cars were more or less “stock.” During his conversation with
Kimble at the Pontiac photo shoot, Lee Petty talked about driving a 1946 Buick
Roadmaster to the first official NASCAR stock car race at Charlotte in 1949, racing it,
and driving it back home. The cars became notably less stock in 1966, when NASCAR
implemented tube frames for safety concerns over less durable unibody construction.
Portions of the tube frame are clearly visible in Kimble’s illustration, but if you look close
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you’ll find he actually includes most of the frame, notably around the rear quarter panel
where subtle lines and slight variations in shading bring it to life.
The November photo shoot for source material was timely, because the Atlanta race
was actually the last for that particular car for the year. Crew members began
dismantling sections of the car on the spot for Kimble and Nissing, then wheeled out a
bare frame on a dolly, giving them a rare chance to see and photograph external and
internal components all at the same time, within the context of the same photo shoot.
This certainly played into the precise placement of detail found in this cutaway.

The prominent driver side reinforcement beams and Petty’s bright white 43 on the roof
are certainly standouts, but along with the meticulously crafted engine, that rear quarter
panel section is where you’ll find some of the memorable details in this illustration. Fuel
lines and suspension components mix wonderfully with the trademark GM G-Body rear
side windows and sharp roof lines. The solid axle and differential pumpkin sneak in
behind the racing seat. The stock 1982 Grand Prix had drum brakes on the back, but if
you take a close look you’ll see Petty’s NASCAR version doesn’t just have the proper
discs, but vented discs.
One of the more difficult challenges Kimble had on this cutaway had nothing to do with
components or photographs, but ensuring key sponsor logos were still visible. To
preserve accuracy he couldn’t simply move them to another spot on the car, but it was
still necessary to show what was behind them. To a degree, this dictated where and
how he could show the Grand Prix’s inner workings. This can be seen on the rear
quarter panel with the careful shading, allowing some of the detail beneath the sheet
metal to come through while keeping the sponsor logos clear and intact. This process
would prove to be more challenging on later cutaways where numerous sponsor logos
cover the entire car. He also had some help from Petty, who explained which sponsor
logos were the “most important” ones.
At the time of this illustration, NASCAR’s popularity was on the rise. Ironically, the rapid
growth that would take NASCAR from regional series to national obsession with global
reach would also lead to the end of its golden age. By the end of the 1980s, GM would
take the next big step in extracting the stock from stock cars, recasting the Pontiac
Grand Prix as a front-wheel-drive car and dropping the Monte Carlo for the front-wheeldrive Chevy Lumina. Meanwhile, both cars would race NASCAR with V8 power and
rear-wheel drive. Ford would hold out a few more years with the Thunderbird, until
commissioning an oddly shaped NASCAR body of its already oddly shaped Ford
Taurus sedan to take the sport even further from its showroom stock roots.
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By this time, NASCAR popularity had peaked. Much has been written about the various
rules and format changes in recent NASCAR history that, depending on who you talk to,
either make the racing more exciting or the whole thing more boring. The “Car of
Tomorrow” debut in 2007 finally eliminated all uniqueness among the cars by
establishing common body templates. That eased a bit with the Generation 6 cars in
2013, but modern NASCAR designs are still predominantly defined not by the vehicle’s
style, but by the body wrap.
That’s why Kimble’s 1982 Grand Prix is such a standout among his many racing
cutaways. It isn’t just another great illustration of an iconic car. He captured a moment in
time when NASCAR was still all about manufacturers and individuality, when racing
drivers were down-to-earth rock stars instead of untouchable movie stars, and the
machines they drove still had enough DNA to warrant the name stock cars. Somehow,
that essence comes through in this illustration.
Kimble didn’t simply create a beautiful cutaway of Richard Petty’s Pontiac. He captured
the twilight years of the golden age of NASCAR.
Technical illustrator David Kimble has been drawing cutaways of some of the most
important cars and race cars in existence for over 50 years. A graduate of the
Pasadena Academy or Technical Arts, Kimble has painstakingly produced dozens of
accurate cutaways based on actual engineering drawings, CAD files, and hands-on
inspection, documented with photographs. His career pursuit began in 1964 and he has
continued to push the boundaries of hand-drawn illustrations, appearing in many
publications including Motor Trend and Car and Driver. Kimble resides in Marfa, TX,
and operates a studio where these drawings – which often take months to produce –
are carefully crafted without the use of computer technology.
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General Membership Meetings:
Second Monday of the Month
Denny’s
30 E Herndon Ave
Fresno, CA 93710
Phone: 559-435-5638
Dinner: 6:00PM / Meeting: 7:00PM
www.pontiacsofcentralcalifornia.org
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